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Principal ’s Message

Our planet is facing a climate crisis and Bishop’s University must play
its part in helping to address it.

This Sustainable Development Plan 2020-2024 is our first concerted
effort to develop a comprehensive response to the climate crisis and
the broader issues of sustainability.

The University has taken several significant initiatives to reduce its
carbon emissions and promote sustainable development over the last
decade. For example, we replaced our steam heating and cooling system, which operated on natural gas and oil, with a geothermal system. The geothermal system has resulted in saving more than 2300
tons of CO2 per year compared to our 2006 consumption, and more
than 1 million cubic meters of natural gas per year.

We have also implemented a waste management program and have
banned the sale of single use plastic water bottles.
We are creating a program in Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems and will be establishing an educational farm on our campus.
We will plant a large number of new trees on the campus by the end of
2021 and we have made a commitment to be carbon neutral by 2030.
This is only the beginning.

This Plan includes four goals and 13 strategies that will orient actions
toward sustainability. These priorities were established following a
survey of our community conducted in November 2019.
The priorities are to:
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Operate Bishop’s University in an increasingly
ecological and responsible manner
Engage the Bishop’s University community
in improving its sustainable performance
Instill curiosity about sustainable development
through academic programs and research, and
Promote the well-being of our community through
sustainable development initiatives.

Bishop’s can play an important role in leading effective change
through teaching, learning, research and by how we operate our
campus.
We have the responsibility to teach our students how to adopt sustainable behaviors, to play active roles in improving government policies and to influence decision-making that will improve the social,
economic and environmental aspects of sustainability:
I invite the entire Bishop’s community to play a role in our efforts to
achieve the important goals set out in this plan.

Michael Goldbloom, C.M.
Principal and Vice-Chancellor

Sustainable Development Plan

GOAL 1
Overview
The Bishop’s University Sustainable Development Plan
2020-2024 sets out concrete actions in support of the
following Sustainable Development Policy objectives:
• Affirm Bishop’s University’s long-term commitment
to be a leader in sustainable development in its
community and play a key role in the education of
its students towards becoming responsible global
eco-citizens;
• Increase awareness and common understanding of
sustainable development within the University;
• Involve all stakeholders within the institution in collaboratively finding and implementing solutions to minimize its negative social and environmental impacts
and find economically sound strategies to do so.
This plan allows the University to structure data collection
around the STARS reporting framework to receive a rating
within the three-year time limit.

Vision
Bishop’s will establish itself as a leader in sustainability
among small primarily undergraduate universities in Canada.

Operate Bishop’s University
in an ecologically and socially
responsible manner

Bishop’s University can have a direct impact on its environment with a series of actions included in the five operational
objectives below.
Reduce the amount of waste going to landfills
The University will work with its community to reduce waste
through waste characterization1 – a process of waste identification and quantification, better communication of proper
actions, and establishing green guidelines where appropriate.
Reduce car circulation on campus2
The University will work with local partners to reduce the
numbers of cars on campus by promoting, supporting and
developing more options for responsible transportation.
Become carbon neutral by 2030
The University will achieve its target of becoming carbon
neutral by 2030 through careful inventory of its greenhouse
gases emissions, a compensation program and continued
improvement of its energy consumption.
Use our financial power in a responsible manner
The University will use its financial power to purchase and
invest responsibly.
Support innovative solutions
The University will seek formal recognition by the Association
for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education of
applicable sustainable development initiatives on campus
and support the development of innovative solutions.

GOAL 2

Engage the Bishop’s
Community in improving its
sustainable performance

Bishop’s University is well-known for the engagement of its community. The three objectives below include actions to improve
awareness and foster engagement.

GOAL 4

Promote the well-being of our
community through sustainable
development initiatives

More than ever, in 2021, equity, diversity, inclusion and well-being
are main preoccupations of the University. The two objectives below include actions which directly address the goal of supporting
the well-being of our community.

Create awareness to incite action
The University will develop an online sustainability hub and provide
additional support to the Environmental Club to make Eco-Week
accessible to the entire University community and make it THE sustainable event of the year.

Increase food security

Support grassroots projects

Support diversity, equity, and affordability

The University will provide more support to the Sustainable Development Action Group and the Green Levy Fund to foster additional
grassroots projects.

The University will continue to support the Joint Board and Senate
Task Force on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion which is tasked with
analyzing the current situation and developing a plan for better
practices. The University can also ensure access to higher education through affordability actions such as offering additional options for financial aid, organizing a job fair with local employers and
promoting employment opportunities for students.

Make Bishop’s a sustainability leader in the community at large
The University will initiate or participate in sustainability activities
for the Massawippi or St. Francis river basins, or for the Eastern
Townships.

GOAL 3

The University will increase food security with initiatives such as
continuing to support a community garden, planning for local purchases, and conducting awareness campaigns.

Instill curiosity and enhance
knowledge about sustainable
development through academic
programs and research

Bishop’s University can have a significant impact by instilling curiosity and enhancing knowledge about sustainability in young people who will become the citizens of a better tomorrow. The three
objectives below include actions to improve sustainability literacy
and support in academic programs and research.
Make visible what is invisible
The University will adopt and communicate an identification system
to inform students of sustainability content in courses.
Increase sustainability literacy
The University will measure sustainability literacy using the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education
STARs system and support faculty members in developing sustainability content for their courses.
Increase sustainable development in research
The University will increase the use of the campus as a living laboratory and support researchers where possible.

Endnotes
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The guide to efficient waste characterization,
BOMA Québec, November 2020.
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This objective is also included in the Campus Master Plan:
6.12 Campus Sustainability goals:
https://www.ubishops.ca/wp-content/uploads/20-0206-BU_MasterPlan_Final_Secured.pdf

